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Abstract

In many healthcare systems, General Practitioners play a crucial role for those requiring medical services. Using financial incentives to directly reward “performance” and “quality” is a new compensation method developed in more countries.

One of the biggest examples of payment for performance is the Quality and Outcome Framework (QOF) started in United Kingdom in 2004.

Despite the proliferation of these different programs across the world, the evidence to support their use is widely debated.

The main aim of this study was to provide an overview about different General Practitioners perceptions related to the design and implementation of pay-for-performance initiatives. To achieve this aim we reviewed recent studies published from 2004, with a particular focus on general practitioners’ views about pay for performance remuneration schemes.

The results suggest that despite pay for performance is successfully accepted, in few cases does appear to have had a negative impact on some aspects of medical professionalism, and reduced clinical autonomy.
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Introduction

In several healthcare systems, General Practitioners (GPs) are the primary contact for those requiring health care and act as gatekeepers to hospital services. Therefore, they play a vital role to healthcare system performance.[1]

The use of different ways of paying primary care physicians in an attempt to increase quality of care, including the use of financial incentives to directly reward “performance” and “quality”, is increasing in many countries.[2]

The rationale of pay for performance schemes is based on the premise that income is a key motivating factor for GPs. [1]

The biggest examples of payment for performance anywhere in the world is the Quality and Outcome Framework (QOF), a new contract for family practices in United Kingdom (UK).[3]

The scheme attached financial rewards for meeting 146 quality targets in relation to clinical, organizational, and patient experience indicators and in 2006 it was modified to 135 indicators.[4]

QOF payments represented up to 20% of GPs’ income in the first year of its introduction.[5]

Despite the proliferation of P4P programs, the evidence to support their use is still inconclusive. [6, 7] one of the reasons may be the differences between P4P programs. Incentives in current programs vary in terms of number and type of indicators, professional standards and quality domains (clinical care, patient experience, organization of care).[5, 8]

The size of the incentive and the unit of assessment in P4P programs can influence their effectiveness.[9]

The intended consequences of the new contractual arrangements were to reward quality of care rather than numbers of registered patients, to improve data capture and care processes, and to improve patient outcomes and doctors’ working conditions.[3, 10]

Financial incentives can change behavior and policy-makers have sought to improve quality by making more payments to health professionals dependent on performance against predetermined standards.[11]

The main aim of this study was to provide an overview about different General Practitioners perceptions related to the design and implementation of pay-for-performance initiatives. To achieve this aim we reviewed recent studies published from 2004, with a particular focus on general practitioners’ views about pay for performance remuneration schemes.

GPs views toward quality based compensation scheme

Despite perceptions of the negative consequences on workload and autonomy before the introduction of the scheme, some authors...
reported that GPs were more positive than they had anticipated on its impact on the quality of care. About that, Whalley et al., [12] evaluated physicians’ views in United kingdom of their working life and quality of care before and after the new contract and showed that overall job satisfaction increased, from 4.58 out of 7 in 2004 to 5.17 in 2005; the average worked hours reported decreased from 44.5 to 40.8 and average income rose from £ 73 400 in 2004 to £ 92 600 in 2005, contrary to what they had anticipated before the introduction of the QOF.

Also Beckman et al.,[13] demonstrated that despite primary care physicians were skeptical, after the introduction of the new remuneration scheme created by United States Excellus BlueCross BlueShield and its individual practice association (IPA) partner, the Rochester Individual Practice Association (RIPA), were positive influenced on making improvements in quality, satisfaction, and practice efficiency.

Attitudes towards the contract were largely positive, McDonald et al.,[14]explored the impact of financial incentives for quality of care on practice organization, clinical autonomy, and internal motivation of doctors and nurses working in primary care over a five month period after the introduction of the contract. They showed that there was an increase in the use of templates to collect data on quality of care, although discontent was higher in the practice with a more intensive surveillance regimen. Nurses expressed more concern than doctors about changes to their clinical practice but also appreciated being given responsibility for delivering on targets in particular disease areas.

Physicians and nurses interviewed by Campbell et al., [10] in 22 nationwide representative practices across England between February and August 2007 believed that the objectives of the scheme were achieved in terms of improvements in the specific processes for the patient’s care and their income, as well as better data acquisition. However, it also led to side effects, such as the emergence of a double QOF-patient program in consultations, a decline in personal / relational continuity of care between doctors and patients and resentment by group members who do not benefit of payments.

In addition, GPs and practice managers described a sense of decreased clinical autonomy and loss of professionalism.[15]

Participants to the study by Maisey et al., [16] reported substantial improvements in teamwork and in the organization, consistency and recording of care for conditions incentivized under QOF scheme, but not for non-incentivized activities and patients’ concerns may receive less clinical attention.

A Scottish study by Feng et al., [17] investigated whether and how a change in performance-related payment motivated GPs and evaluated the effect of increases in the performance thresholds required for maximum payment under the QOF. They found that the increase in the maximum performance thresholds increased GPs’ performance by 1.77% on average. Low-performing GPs improved significantly more (13.22%) than their high-performing counterparts (0.24%).

Kirschner and Grol, [18] conducted a qualitative study in 29 general practices in the Netherlands in order to explore general practices’ experiences with pay-for- performance in primary care about feasibility, feedback and the bonus and spending of the bonus. They found that the feasibility of the program was questioned due to the substantial time investment. The feedback on clinical care, practice management and patient experience was mostly discussed in the team, and used for improvement plans. The bonus was considered a stimulus to improve quality of care and was mainly spent on new equipment or team building.

A key factor in designing pay-for-performance programs is determining what entity the incentive should be awarded to individual clinicians or to groups of clinicians working in teams. The study of Greene et al., [19] examined primary care clinicians’ perceptions of a team-based quality incentive awarded at the clinic level. Clinicians reported the strengths of the clinic-based quality incentive were quality improvement for the team and less patient "dumping," or shifting patients with poor outcomes to other clinicians.

Allen et al., [1] used data on 1920 GPs in order to verify correlation between changes in GPs’ job satisfaction before and after the introduction of the QOF and the proportion of their income. They found no significant effects of P4P exposure on overall job satisfaction .The level of exposure to P4P does not harm job satisfaction or other aspects of working lives such as: working hours; intentions to quit; life satisfaction.

Contrary, Krauth et al.,[20]showed that among 2493 general practitioners (GPs) in Lower Saxony the participation rate to P4P increased from 28% (at a bonus of 2.5%) to 50% (at a bonus of 20%).

Discussion

There has been a growing interest in the use of financial incentives in order to improve quality of healthcare.[21]

In this article, the authors reviewed different GPs perceptions relate to the design and implementation of pay-for-performance initiatives.

A crucial element for the successful implementation of P4P is to gain acceptance with health care providers.[20]

The impact of these new remuneration schemes is also likely to be influenced by a number of other factors such as levels of physician understanding of the purpose and involvement in the development of the scheme; the nature, appropriateness, and adequacy of measures used; the feasibility of implementation; and the magnitude of an incentive necessary to produce the behavioral change required to achieve targets. Other factors include the balance between team and individual incentives.[6, 22–24]

Most practices considered the bonus a stimulus to improve quality of care, in addition to compensation for their effort and time invested.[18]

Our study provides qualitative evidence that practices incentivized had made substantial changes in systems, and that the changes were focused on delivering improved care.
Nevertheless, the efficiency of this additional payment is debated, and the need to implement target payment schemes is questionable because the relationship between pay and performance has not been well understood. [1]

This study suggests that despite pay for performance is successfully accepted, in few cases does appear to have had a negative impact on some aspects of medical professionalism, with a perception that it was, in part, responsible for GPs prioritizing their own pay rather than patients’ interests and reduced clinical autonomy.

In order to convince GPs to participate in P4P, better evidence for the effectiveness of P4P is required and program implementation must be well communicated and thoroughly discussed with health care providers. [20]
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